ACUMEN PARTNERS

Changing the way the world tackles poverty requires all of us. When you give to Acumen, you become more than just a donor—you become our partner in solving society’s toughest challenges.

WAYS TO SUPPORT ACUMEN

+ **Unrestricted**: We will determine where your gift will have the greatest impact
+ **Restricted**: Designate your gift by geography, sector or function:
  + **Geography**: Africa, India, or Latin America
  + **Sector**: Agriculture, Education, Energy, Health, Housing or Water & Sanitation
  + **Function**: Impact, Global and Regional Fellows or +Acumen
+ **Underwriter**: Your gift helps cover our operating costs so we can fulfill our long-term mission
+ **Post-Investment Support**: Operational and capacity building support to help our companies scale

WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A PARTNER

Our Partners share our commitment to standing with the poor and our vision of building a world based on dignity. Like us, they believe in the power of innovation to catalyze solutions that enable the poor to transform their lives.

As an Acumen Partner, you join our global community of individuals, entrepreneurs, corporations and foundations dedicated to eradicating poverty. The deeper the engagement, the greater the impact we can make together.

PARTNER BENEFITS

+ Our annual Partner Gathering, an exclusive all-day immersion into Acumen’s work and an opportunity to connect with our global ecosystem.
+ Field visits where you will join our entrepreneurs on the ground to experience firsthand what it takes to build sustainable social enterprises.
+ Global and Regional Fellows celebrations, where you will hear from the next great generation of social leaders.
+ Private events, such as salons with Acumen advisors and breakfasts and roundtables with entrepreneurs, in various cities.
+ Annual report, newsletters, conference calls with Acumen entrepreneurs and team members, and more.

COMMITMENT LEVELS

+ **Stewards** ($5,000,000+)
+ **Leadership Partners** ($1,000,000+)
+ **Keystone Partners** ($500,000+)
+ **Sustaining Partners** ($250,000+)
+ **Senior Partners** ($100,000+)
+ **Associate Partners** ($50,000+)
+ **Development Partners** ($10,000+)

As a 501(c)(3) nonprofit registered in the U.S., all donations to Acumen are tax deductible.

BECOME A PARTNER

For more information:
Amrita Bhandari
Head of Business Development
abhandari@acumen.org · T: +1 646 747 3687
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